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ABSTRACT
Considering the linearized problem of forward motion of ships in calm water, the
knowledge of the potential of a source moving at a constant horizontal speed - the
Neumann-Kelvin Green function - is fundamental. The single integral part of this
potential is considered here, since the complementary part - the double integral - has
already been treated. Using the bases of two Bessel functions series - one convergent, the
other asymptotic - found by Bessho, and valid in complementary regions, an asymptotic
expansion for the single integral is proposed for the neighborhood of the singular axis
near the origin, region where Bessho's asymptotic series fails. The derivation of this
new expansion is based on expanding, in terms of Bessel functions, the complex Dawson
integral, of behavior similar to the single integral near the origin, and subtracting it
from Bessho's asymptotic series. Similarly the convergent series is improved. These
different expressions permit to evaluate the single integral, for field points anywhere
within two wave-lengths downstream of the source, with an accuracy of six decimal
places. There remains to find evaluations at large distance from the origin, away from
the singular axis.
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Introduction
In an attempt to solve the linearized problem of the steady forward motion
of ships in calm water using a distribution of singularities on their wetted surface, the
knowledge of the potential of a source moving at a constant horizontal speed in an ideal
fluid of infinite depth is fundamental. Moreover, if one desires to solve numerically the
corresponding discretized problems, efficient and accurate algorithms for computing
this potential in the complete domain are necessary.
The potential can be decomposed as a sum of the Rankine source and its image
above the free surface, a double integral which represents a symmetrical nonradiating
field, and a single integral which is included only for field points downstream of the
source. Since under this decomposition, efficient numerical schemes for evaluating the
double integral have been found by Newman (1987, a), there remains to treat the single
integral in the complete domain. In solving the exact formulation of the problem for
surface piercing bodies - which includes the "famous" line integral -, it is necessary to
be able to evaluate the single integral everywhere in the fluid domain, on and below
the free surface.
The expansions of the single integral in terms of Bessel functions found by Bessho
(1964), and completed by Ursell (1987), along with the use of the complex Dawson
integral (that is, the complementary error function of imaginary argument) are the
bases for the proposed evaluations valid near and off the x-axis for field points within
two wave-lengths downstream of the source. Numerical experiments show that in this
region, except near the origin, Bessho's convergent series (CS1) and asymptotic series
(AS1) provide good evaluations of the single integral and allow a matching between
their domain of validity, with an accuracy of six decimal places. The failure of (AS1)
near the origin leads us to follow the treatment given by Newman (1987, b) for the
single integral on the centerplane. Therefore the main purpose of the present work is to
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provide an asymptotic expression for the single integral which is valid in a neighborhood
of the x-axis near the origin.
Emphasis is not only given on finding analytical expressions for evaluating the
single integral, but also on the understanding of their derivations, with the perspective
of their applications to derivatives or integrals of this function. This understanding is
also necessary for the finding of the restrictions on the validity of the different expres-
sions.
Apart from the use of these expressions to compute the source potential, a better
understanding of the peculiarities of the single integral through an analytical work
should be helpful, if not to solve the discretized problem, at least to have a hint whether
the problem is likely, or not, to admit a solution for the cases of the surface piercing
bodies.
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I The single integral
1.1 The wave resistance Green function
The wave resistance Green function, or Neumann-Kelvin Green function, is the
unique solution of the boundary value problem defined by:
SAm G(M, M') = tS, (M) , for z > 0 and z' > 0
e ( -ko ) G = 0, with ko = 9r
* G and VG are bounded for M and M' such that: z > 0, z' > 0, and MM' > ,
S> 0
e Condition at infinity M (for more details see Euvrard (1983, Chap. IV))
The first formulation of this problem was due to Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in
1887. The expression of the Green function, solution of this problem, was established
by the beginning of the century, thanks to the works of Kelvin and Michell. While
the condition at infinity M had not been yet formulated, its physical interpretation -
the absence of waves upstream of the body, or the disturbance - was of course satisfied
by this expression. The existence of the solution to the Neumann-Kelvin problem was
then a given fact.
It is only recently that the uniqueness of the Green function was proved. From
the ideas and the condition at infinity M formulated by Gamst in 1979, Guttmann gave
the theorem of uniqueness of the solution in 1983. A synthesis of all these results is
given in Euvrard (1983).
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The Green function can be shown (see again Euvrard (1983)) to satisfy:
* AmG(M,M')= ,forz>Oandz'=O
* (: 2 -ko )l_OG= kobM,(M) ,for z' =0
when the singularity is on the plane z = 0.
Although many different analytical expressions for the Green function exist, we
will consider the decomposition chosen by Newman (1987, a, and b Eq. 2). The function
G can be written as the sum of Rankine type singularities 1/R and 1/RO, a double
integral - also called the near field potential -, and a single integral - the far field
potential which represents the downstream radiative part of the potential -.
G(x, y,z) 1- + -
R Ro 7r
w /2
-ir/2
0 exp[-kz + ikilx sec 0 + ky tan 4]
cos 4 ddj dke k -COS 2qS+if
double integral
8 - H(-x) f(x, y, z)
single integral
where:
- x, y, z are cartesian coordinates normalized by 1/ko with the conventions shown
in figure 1
- H is the Heaviside function
Cylindrical coordinates (X, p, a) will be also considered as shown in figure 2.
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1.2 Different expressions for the single integral
There exist several formulations for the single integral. It is not our purpose
to give all of them, they can be found in Wehausen (1960), Noblesse (1981). But we
present the notations and the expressions that we will use hereafter.
All the following expressions are equivalent, but more or less meaningful to our
intuitions. We will always denote the single integral by the letter f.
One expression of the single integral is - Newman (1987, b, Eq. 3 with y $ 0) -:
f (X, y,z) = I +00sin xs - cos(ys /s2 - 1)exp[-zs2]. ds.VS2-1 (I.1)
By the change of variable t = VS2 - 1, we have:
sin(x \t 2 + 1) . cos(yt \/t 2 + 1) -exp[-z(t 2 + 1)] dt (1.2)
From (1.1) and by the change of variable s = cosh u, we obtain:
- {j+00
sin(xcoshu) - z Syexp 1- 2 cosh 2u + -sinh 2u] -cosh u du
which can be written, using cylindrical coordinates (see figure 2):
f(x, y, z) =
- I
e 2 2R{ I +M
-00
sin(x cosh u) -exp [- cosh(2u - ia)] - cosh u du2 2ui) cohdj
sin(x cosh u) - exp [- cosh(2u - ia)] -cosh u du}
(Here we use the fact that the integrand is an even function of the variable of integration
u.)
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f (X, y, z) = 1
f (X, y, z) = e
f(X, y, z) = e- j+00
or:
(1.3)
(1.4)
1.3 The mathematical properties of the single integral
We can only emphasize the necessity and the importance of a careful mathemat-
ical study of a function before any attempt to evaluate it numerically. In our special
case of the single integral it is even more crucial to be aware of its properties since f is
singular. The singularity of f, first highlighted by Ursell in 1960, was again studied by
Euvrard in his work of 1983 (which apart from a synthesis of all the results and proofs
of the existence and uniqueness of the Green function, gives a very detailed study of
its regularity and mathematical properties) which we will consider as the reference in
this matter, hereafter.
We recall some of the main results concerning the single integral, or "potentiel de vague
lointaine OL" - wave like potential - (again see Euvrard (1983,Chap. V)).
- (P, ) f is defined on Df = {(X, y, z) z < 0, z > 0, (y,z) $ (0, 0)}.
- (P2 ) f is an even function of y, and an odd function of x.
- (P3 ) f is harmonic on D \{(x, y, z) z = 0}.
- (P4 ) Vx < 0,Va E R, lim,_ 0.+ f(x, az, z) exists and is a D** (infinitely differen-
tiable) function of x.
- (P,) Vx < 0, as jy - 0, z = 0, f is singular.
- (P6 ) Vx < 0,1yl > 0, z > 0, f is continuous at z = 0. (i.e. lim,_. .+ f(X, y, z) =
f (x, y, 0))
- (P7 ) f is indeed C** in Df . This can be proved using classical functional analysis,
but not easily (see Euvrard (1983, A VII 1 - A VII 9)).
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Properties (P4 ), (P5 ), (P6 ) give an idea of the peculiar behavior of f on the plane
z = 0 and near the x-axis. The function is singular on the x-axis along with a highly
oscillatory behavior on the plane z = 0.
13
II Numerical evaluation of the single integral
II.1 The existing evaluations
II.1.1 Bessho's series
In his 1964 paper, Bessho proposed two series to evaluate the single integral.
One is a convergent Neumann series defined by - see Bessho (1964, Eq. 4.2) -:
f (x, y, z) = e2 (-1)"Kn( )cosna+K ,,i( )cos(n+1)a J 2 n+(X) (CS1)
n=O
or using Bessho's notation:
f (Xy, z) = P (x, y, z)
where K, is the modified Bessel function, J 2 n+ 1 is the Bessel function of the first kind.
This series which we will call "Bessho's convergent series", is defined in D1 and uni-
formly convergent in any compact set included in Df (a proof of this result is given in
Appendix B). Its derivation is based on the Neumann series expansion of sin(x cosh u).
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The other series, "Bessho's asymptotic" series, is an asymptotic series, valid in
the vicinity of the x-axis. But the expression given by Bessho - see Bessho (1964,
Eq. 4.3) - was incomplete and Ursell showed that an additional term is needed which is
exponentially small except near the plane z = 0 - see Ursell (1987) -. Here we consider
the complete expression given by Ursell:
- aFf(X,y,z)= 2 R{2 a9x
with:
M
F(x,p, a) =-7r E Im ( )Y2. (X) COS Ma2
M=0
+ f exp[- - cosh(2u - ia) + ix cosh u] du
- oo + ic/22
+ O(exp[-M]) (II.1.1)
with:
EO= 1
Em = 2 , m E N*
where Im is the modified Bessel function, and Y2m is the Bessel function of the second
kind, under the assumptions that: M = x 2 /4p is large and (x, p, a) in a compact set
included in Df.
We designate by P and f the highly oscillatory components of the functions F and
f. The additional term f= a9F/ix has a leading behavior of order exp[-Me-ia]/,
(see Ursell (1987)). The contribution of this term is exponentially small (of order
exp[-M]/.,,Fp) for a ~ 0, but is highly oscillatory and singular for a ~7r/2 as p -+ 0.
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II.1.2 Numerical validity of Bessho's series
From now on, and according to the property (P2 ) of f we will consider x to be
positive and a E [0,7r/2] (or y > 0).
The numerical efficiency of both series, based on efficient algorithms to obtain
Bessel functions, and their computational advantages compared to a direct numerical
integration of the integrand have been shown by Baar and Price (1988). The convergent
series (CS1) appears to be valid for values of M smaller than 20, and of a in [0, ?r/2] (see
figure 3). For higher values of M, cancellation errors occur and the desired accuracy
can not be achieved, but this corresponds precisely to the domain of validity of the
asymptotic series (AS1). The most important feature of the asymptotic series is that
this domain corresponds to the region where f is singular.
The algorithm found by Newman (1988), using an asymptotic evaluation based
on Laplace's method for the additional term F, allows to extend the validity of Bessho's
original series to the full range of angles a.
An exploration of the overlaping domain of numerical validity of the two series
has been carried out. Using double precision for each evaluation (for more details
about the algorithms see III), it has been possible to define this region. By requiring
matching within 10-6, a 'matching surface' defined by M = 18 appeared to be valid
for 0.9 < x < 11. (see table 1).
For smaller values of x a continuous matching surface can still be found but does
not correspond anymore to a 'constant M' surface. As shown in figures 4 and 5, the
overlaping region shrinks as x gets smaller and this due, a priori, to two different facts.
The region a r 7r/2 is always the region where the matching is the most restrictive, and
this is true for any value of x. Therefore we could have some doubts about the accuracy
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of the asymptotic expansion of the additional term for small x. The region a - 0 - near
the centerplane - corresponds to a mere matching between the two Bessho's original
series, and does not involve the additional term accounting for the highly oscillatory
and singular behavior of f. Problems arise precisely in this region, as in the study of
the single integral on the centerplane - Newman (1987, b) -, when x -+ 0. Therefore we
can expect, by a treatment similar to Newman (1987, b) but extended to the complete
range of angles a, to be able to achieve the matching for 0 < x < 1. This is precisely
what we show hereafter.
For larger values of x, the overlaping region widens (see table 1) and a higher accuracy
of the matching can be obtained (10-7). For values of x > 11 problems begin to arise
on the surface M = 18 near the plane z = 0, and for x > 19 the matching is no more
possible on the centerplane. We will see that the domain of validity of the asymptotic
series is limited, as x becomes larger, to higher values of M. This raises the problem of
theoretical as well as numerical limitations of the validity of the asymptotic expansion.
Of course this entices us to find approximations for the moderate values of M and
large values of x regime which includes the cusp line on z = 0. But here we will restrict
ourselves to the problems in the small x region.
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11.2 The convergent series
11.2.1 The convergent series on the centerplane
In his paper, Newman , considering Bessho's convergent series on the centerplane
(y = 0), showed that, by subtracting an integral which can be related to Dawson's
integral, the convergence of the series could be improved by one significant digit. The
resulting expression, Newman (1987, b, Eq. 13), is:
f(x,O, z) =z- F( ) + ZJ2n+1(x) -b(z)
n=O
where (bn) is defined by:
1 z
bn(z) = e- 2 (-1)" K. (z) + Kn+1 ( ) (Z)- dn+I(Z) ,z E R*, n E N
2 w2t
with:
- do = 0
- d, = 1/z
- dn+ 1 + (4n/z)dn - I= 2/z , for n E N*
and:
sin(2 s) - e-' ds , with = z , F being Dawson's integral
This expression is especially suitable for values of x smaller than x = 9 and positive
values of z between the parabolic arc z 2 /4z = 20 and z = 5. Therefore, a quite natural
idea is to try to extend this result to the complete domain DP.
18
F(()+=0
11.2.2 The convergent series in the complete domain
In order to extend the results found for the centerplane, to the full range of
angles a, we need to find a new function which has a simpler expression than f, which
can be expressed in terms of Dawson's integral, and of course which properties and
behavior are as close as possible to those of the single integral.
Here we consider f under the form (I.1):
f (X,1 = 1,0Z sin xs -cos(ys/s 2 -)exp[-zs 2 ]. s dsS 1
Considering the integrand for large values of s, s -+ +oo, and using Taylor series ex-
pansions for the different factors, we obtain an equivalent integrand:
sin xs . cos(ys S2 - 1) exp[-zs 2 ] 1 = sin xs -cos y(s 2 - - exp[-zs 2 ]S2 - 2
1
s 2
as s - +oo
Therefore we will consider the function d, defined by:
d(x, y, z) = f sin xs -cos y(s 2 - ) - exp[-zs 2 ] ds , in Df2
and subtract it from the single integral.
* On y = 0, we recover the integral considered by Newman (1987, b, Eq. 6).
We also define the function d as follows:
S2 1 [ZS2d (x,y, z) = sin xs cos y(s - -) -exp[-s ds (11.2.2)
for (x,y, z) E Df U{(x,y, z)(y,z) = (0,0)}
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(11.2.1)
so that the sum (d +d), which will be noted 6, can be expressed in terms of the complex
Dawson integral.
Thus we have:
6(X, y,z) = / +00sin xs - cos y(s2- ) - exp[-zs2 ] ds2
= e 00
or, using cylindrical coordinates:
1o+006(X,y,z) = sin xs - exp [-pe-ia s2]
1 f + 00
p 2e- 2
sin e ds
P 2e- 2
where we denote: = Mesi, M = 12 /4p, and:
sin 2s -e- ds
= e- et2 dt
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 7.4.7))
the complex Dawson integral.
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sin xs -exp[-(z 
- iy)s 2] ds } (11.2.3)
ds
= i eIe 2
y = (11.2.3')
Y2e-
F(e) 
= f
Now, we write f as follows:
f = f -6 + e 2 F( )
X (II.2.4)
and we have the following result:
Theorem I: For (x, p, a) in Df , f can be expressed as:
2eF(C)
X
- An - An+ I)J2n+()+0
(CS2)
where Kn is the modified Bessel function of order n, and (An) is defined by:
*A0 = 0
A, 2 e
An+ 1 + 4 - An_ = e , for n E N*
and the series is uniformly convergent on any compact set included in Df.
Remark: The terms involving Kn in the sum correspond to Bessho's convergent series,
therefore it remains to show that:
6 = EZ(An
n=O
+ An+ 1)J 2 n+ 1
with An defined as above.
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f (x, p, a) = e
} (11.2.5)
Proof of Theorem I: We introduce two intermediate results:
Proposition 1.1: For (x, y, z) in Df, we can write d, defined in section 11.2.2, as:
d(x, y, z) = e2{ (Dn + Dn+1)J 2 n+x1 )
n=O
where (Dn) is defined by:
- Do = 0
- D, = 2_ e 2
- Dn+ 1 + D% - Dn-1= (--1 )" 2, e 3 , for n EN
Proposition 1.2: For (x, y, z) in Df , we can write d as:
e-2
d(x, y, z) = 2 { (D
n0O
+ D+ 1 )J 2 n+1 ()
where (ba) is defined by:
o = 0
DA 2( l Y-Ly
D +1 + b -- 1 = , (eJ - (-1)"e ') , for n E N*
Then we will have the result as stated in Theorem I, or (11.2.5):
e-
2 An+ 1 )J2n+1{I
with: (An) = (Dn + D).
Proof of Proposition 1: We can write d as:
d = e- I I sin(x cosh u) -exp[- e-" cosh 2u] -sinh u du
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(11.2.6)
(11.2.7)
(11.2.8)
by the change of variable s = cosh u.
Considering the integral D:
D = sin(x cosh u) - exp{- -e~-" cosh 2u] -sinh u du2
we know, from Theorem A (see Appendix A), that:
D = +oo 
+ia /2
D f sin(x cosh u) -exp[- 2e-" cosh 2u] -sinh u du
and that this integral is absolutely, and uniformly convergent with respect to (X, p, a)
(or (x, y, z)), in any compact set included in Drf.
9 Considering sin(x cosh u), we use the Neumann series expansion:
00
sin(x cos 0) = 2Z (1)" J 2 n+1 (x) cos(2n + 1)0
n=O
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 9.1.45))
which gives:
00
sin(xcoshu) = 2 Z(-1)n J 2n+1 (x) cosh(2n + 1)u
n=O
by setting 0 = iu.
* For large orders of n, n -+ +oo, we have:
1ex 2n+1
J2n+1(X)~ ( -1 )27r (2n+ 1) (2(2n+ )
Therefore the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent with respect to u in any
compact set K of R. We can write:
00
D = 2 Z(-1) J2n+1 ()
n= 0 J +00+la/2exp{- Pe~C cosh 2u] -cosh(2n + 1)u - sinh u du2
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(11.2.9)
(11.2.10)
due to the fact that both the integral and the series are absolutely and uniformly
convergent.
As: cosh(2n + 1)u -sinh u = }(sinh(2n + 2)u - sinh 2nu), we have:
D = (D, + Dn+ 1)J 2 n+ 1
n=O
where: Dn = (-1)"-'2fo exp[- ge-' cosh 2u] -sinh 2nu du
* Now there remains to find a simple way to compute the different D 's. A recursion
relation can be found, entirely defining (Dn) and allowing to compute Dn for any n.
We have:
- for n = 0: Do = 0 (11.2.13)
for n = 1:
+ oo +i/2
DI = 2 f exp[- PeC cosh2u]2 -sinh 2u du
-2
pe-'"
[exp[ e-ia cosh 2u]]
2 0
= 2 . - Ty
Z - t
- for n > 1:
exp[- eia cosh2u] - sinh 2nu du2
=2 [exp[ -- e-" cosh2u] -cosh2nu2 2n +* * /2
+ PCia +oo+ia/2
n f
exp[- e- cosh 2u]2 -cosh 2nu -sinh 2u du
by integration by parts.
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(11.2.12)
(11.2.14)
1) n 1 Dn=2 f+ oo + ia /2
(-1)"-D, =2
Then:
1 exp[- e~C"]
n 2
( +00 
+ ia/2
/ +oo +ia/20
1 p
--exp[- 2 e~ "]n 2
exp[--e ' cosh2u] -sinh(2n+2)udu2
exp[-- e-' cosh 2u] -sinh(2n - 2)u du
+ 1 peia ((-1)n Dn+ 1 - (-1) - 2D 1 )4n
4l 4 ( ) -i
Dn+ + -iY n Dn Iz -iYe 2 (11.2.15)
Proof of Proposition 2: For d we perform the change of variable s = cos 0, and get:
d= e- i R sin(x cos 0) - exp[- e-ia cos 20J - sin 0 d
b3
and D can be written as:
00
- = n~2f + W fosnx cos 0)~n (-I ' exp[-2ee- cos 20] - cos (2n±+1) 0 -sin 0 d
100
j= ^n +bn+l)J2 n+l(x)
n=0
with: D = (-1)"-2 f0 exp[- -e-'" cos 20] -sin 2nO d0 (11.2.17)
e Here again we can find a recursion relation defining (D.), which allows us to compute
the D's.
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1 p.
2n
or:
(- 1)n- 1 D =
so finally:
(11.2.16)
We have:
- for n = 0: Do = 0
- for n = 1:
A = 2 exp[- e- " cos 20] -sin 20 d02
2 [exp[- 
~Ca cos 20]
peid [P 2 ijoE
2 
_(exp[ e aJ
pe-ick 2
- for n > 1:
( ) = 2 exp[-- e- cos 20] - sin 2n0 d02
2
by integration by parts it follows:
(-1)"- D 1
=n- exp[- -e- cos 20] - cos 2nO
2 . off
+ 1 pe-" exp[-pe-" cos 20]n f 2 cos 2n0 - sin 20 d0
= !(exp[- 
- - (-1) exp[ie-a])
n 2 2
1 1 fppe~i exp[---e~ cos 20] -sin(2n + 2)0 dO
2n 0 2
- exp[- e-' cos 201 - sin(2n - 2)0 do
= 1 (exp[- e-i] - 1)
n 2 exp[e~ia I)2
pe-nA _ n 2A
+ 4n ((-1)Dn+1 - ( D
26
(11.2.18)
(11.2.19)
-exp[- p C * ]a)
4n - ~ A 4
Dn+1+ n Dn-I(exp[ e-"] - (-1)" exp[--e])2 2
By combining the results from Proposition I.1 and Proposition 1.2, we obtain
the result of Theorem I, but it remains to show that the resulting series is uniformly
convergent on any compact set included in DP.
This can be checked by using the leading behaviors of J 2 n+ 1 and An+ 1 as n -+ +oo.
* We have:
1 ex 2n+1
27r(2n+ 1) 2(2n + 1)
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 9.3.1))
" For (A,) we can show that, for Z E C*, as n -+ +oo:
22 n (n 1)!Tt A + n (Z ) is (-n)d-
Therefore, the product An+ 1 -J2n+ 1 is bounded by:
IAn+ 1 - J2n+e1 < 2
e x 27r(2 n + 1)
((e)2 n+1
Z )
1
nn+1
(11.2.21)
which gives the uniform convergence as long as IZ I > r > 0 and 0 < x < X, X finite.
27
so finally:
(11.2.20)
11.3 The asymptotic series
Here we would like to apply the same procedure as for the convergent series -
i.e. to subtract the function 6 from f and use the fact that f can be expressed as an
asymptotic series -. This choice is justified by the fact that (f - d) is defined in the
complete half space z > 0, and therefore that this function is more regular than f. The
success of this procedure entirely depends on the finding of a similar asymptotic series
for 6 which can be efficiently computed.
For the results proved in this part, we will follow the same reasoning as Ursell
(1987) for his proof of the asymptotic series expansion of f. Of course we will always
refer to his work each time our approach will be a mere consequence of his results. This
will be often the case as the two functions are very similar. But we will also provide
proofs for the different statements which may not appear to be connected in a simple
manner to this previous work. Sometimes, even if these proofs may appear as mere
duplicates of those given by Ursell - despite their differences -, we decided to produce
them in order to outline the subtleties they contain.
* First of all, we would like to summarize and give the main ideas present in the
reasoning of Ursell by considering the single integral itself.
- We start from the expression (1.4), and apply Theorem A in order to obtain a
uniformly convergent integral in Df (and not only for z > 0). Then, and only then, we
can write:
e2 {9 u p sh(2g ia)] d
f 2 - - (cos(x cosh u)) -exp[- cosh(2u - au
-a foo+ia/2
= z cos cos u p cosh(2u - ia)] du (11.3.1)
2 ax_ +i 2/2
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From this we can write: f = -' 9 R{F} and consider:
= 
oo +ia 
/2
oo +ia /2
exp[- e cosh(2u - ia) ± ix cosh u] du2 (11.3.2)
so that: F = (F+ + F-).
- The next step is to work with F+ (respectively F-) and use the series expansion
for exp[-i cosh(2u - ia)]:
exp[- cosh(2u - ia)] = E (-1)"
n=O
In( ) cosh(2nu - ina)
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 9.6.34))
where (En) is defined by:
- E* = 1
- En= 2, n E N*
but a careful approach requires to sum finite integrals, that is:
F+ = I-oo+ia/2
= f /
- o+ia/2
Z100
+ fZ
n=O
00
+ =EO (-1)" In
n=0
f0+ia/2
Z'
IZ Z
where the integrals fz' are here of the form:
exp [ix cosh u] -cosh 2nu du
and Z, Z' chosen in such a manner that the corresponding integrals are uniformly
convergent as |Z, IZ'l -4 +oo. This corresponds to the choice: Z = -U + iir/2, and
Z' = U + i7r/2, and the resulting integrals can be related to the Hankel functions of
the first kind H(.
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oo + ia /2
+ f
- Finally we evaluate the series as U becomes large, as well as the two other
terms _ and fzI +sa which contributions greatly depend on the choice of Z
and Z'. The additional term f which accounts for the highly oscillatory and singular
behavior of f comes precisely from fEU + ia /2
Thus we obtain an expression for F, which can be written as (II.1.1):
M
FE= -gr EmIm ( )Y2 m () cos ma + - + O(exp[M])
M=0
which will give for f without going further into details:
M 
rupl-I
f = e Rf E{ fm ()I ( c) cos Ma + f+ () (AS1)
m=0 2 (APi
where F and 1 designate the highly oscillatory components of the functions F and f.
* Now, by anticipating the results we will obtain, but justifying them by simple argu-
ments, we would like to emphasize the differences between f and 6, and their conse-
quences.
First, 6 can be written:
6 = e- 2 R e sin x sinh u exp[- e- cosh 2u] -cosh u du (II.3.3)
0 2
By comparing this expression with (11.3) we notice two differences: first we have a
sin(xsinhu) instead of sin(xcoshu), second we have exponential terms which differ
from their dependence on p and a, precisely: exp[-2e-a cosh2u] for 6, instead of
exp[- e cosh(2u - ia)] for f.
From the fact that we use the same series expansion for the two exponential terms we
expect to have a series in terms of Im for 6, but in which the dependence on p and a
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will be different. Exactly:
2 p- M n. exp[-M)
6=e-. f{e ~ 1 m (X)Im (-e-a)+6+ O( )} + bo (x, p, a) (11.3.4)
M=_ 2
a finite integral
Now assuming that the functions Sb, can easily.be computed, we will have to consider
the sum:
M
(fm (X)I. () cos ma - bm (X)Im (e-)) (11.3.5)
where the functions Im (1) cos ma and IR{Im (fe-'a)} have the same leading behavior
for small p, and where the functions fm (x) and Sm (x) should have the same leading
behavior as x - 0 (since the integrands of the two functions f and 6 have the same
behavior as x - 0). In order to take full advantage of these properties we could always
rewrite this sum as:
M M
f m (x) (I.() cos ma - Im ( ei)) + E(f m () -6rn (X)) Im ( ei) (11.3.6)
therefore dealing with functions of higher orders in x and p by considering the differ-
ences (Im (P) cos ma - Im (Pe- ")) and (fm (x) - 6m(x)). Thus we would improve the
convergence of the series if we could consider these differences as sequences of functions.
Remark: We note that we could, as well, have chosen to introduce the sum:
M
m (X)IM () Cos ma
m=O
9 In what follows, we will give a proof of the series expansion for 6 and then introduce
a new function g for which we will find an asymptotic series, and which will appear to
be nothing else but the sum: En f m (x)Im ( ei) we introduced above.
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11.3.1 An asymptotic expansion in Bessel functions for the complex
Dawson integral
We propose to show the following result:
Theorem II: For (x, p, a) in Df , b can be expressed as:
5=e- i% e J ir /2 exp[-Pe -i cos2u - x sin u] -cosudu2
+ ep- (i_ (P e-i)C(X) +2
oo+ia/2
+ -ei*2 ooo+ia/2-iir
+0( exp[-M]
+ O( )
E
m=1
IM ( 2e~1)(C2m+1(X)
exp[- -e-" Scosh 2u - ix sinh u] - cosh u du2
(11.3.7)
where (Ca) is defined by: C,, (x) = f exp[-x cosh u] -sinh nu du.
under the assumptions that:
- (x, p, a) is in a compact set included in Df
- M = 2 14p is large
- M'= /M2 -x2 /4 is large
- cosh 1 (x/2p) is large.
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- C 2 m-1(W)))
Proof of Theorem II:
First we consider 6 as given by (11.2.3):
6(x, y, z) = JO0/+00 sin xs - cos y(s 2 - ) - exp[-zs2 ] ds2
by performing the change of variables s = sinh u, and using the cylindrical coordinates
(x, p,a), we have:
6(x,p,a) = W e iA(xp, a)} (11.3.8)
where:
J/ +00sin(x sinh u) -exp[- e-'" cosh 2u]2 -cosh u du (11.3.9)
and we define A+ and A- by:
* 0= exp[- -e-'" cosh 2u t ix sinh u] -cosh u du
2
(11.3.10)
such that: A = I(A+ 
-A)'
A) We will only consider in this part A+, and prove the following proposition.
Proposition II.1: Under the assumptions given in Theorem II, we have:
exp[_ e~ cos 2u - x sin u] - cos u du
2
2
+ iIo ( e- i")C1 () ++ 2 2
m=1
+Q( exp[-M]
+ O )
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A+ f r /20
Em Im ( e~')(C 2 m+1 (X) - C2 m -1 (X))
(11.3.11)
Proof:
We know, from Theorem A (Appendix A), that:
/+ oo +ia 
/2
0
exp[ P_ e-a cosh 2u + ix sinh u] -cosh u du
2
and that this last integral is uniformly convergent in any compact set included in Df .
We write A+:
+ 
ir/2+U
inr /2
(B+)
I +ia/2+ iir/2+ U
10) For (A+), we have obviously:
exp[-e cos 2u - x sin u] - cos u du2
20) Consider (B+). We have:
00
(B+) =
m=0
( ) j ir/2+ U
( e-'" li exp[ix sinh u] -cosh 2mu -cosh u du
using the series expansion:
exp[-pe-' cosh 2u] = E
M=0
Em (-1)M Im ( e~) cosh 2mu
2
which is uniformly convergent for our choices of (p, a, u), u E R.
This leads us to consider the family of functions:
f/+i/2 exp[ixsinh u] -cosh(2m + 1)udu)in/2 mE N
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= iir/2
0
(A+) (C+)
(11.3.12)
(A+) =i (11.3.13)
* We have:
exp[ix sinh u]-cosh(2m+1)u
U
du = i(-1)n z exp[-xcosh u]-sinh(2m+1)u du
* And now the reason why we have chosen to consider (B+) to be an integral from
i7r/2 to U + iir/2 becomes obvious: this choice gives an integral which is uniformly
convergent for x > 0, as U -- +oo.
Then we have the following result:
Lemma II: For M, M', U = cosh-'(x/2p) as in Theorem II:
(i) when 0 < m < M' - g
oo 
+i 
/2
fU+ +i / 2
exp[ix sinh u] - cosh(2m + 1)u du C7w (-)2M+1 exp[-2M]p
C being a constant.
(ii) when m > M' - }
exp[ix sinh u] -cosh(2m + <C X2m+1K M (-) exp[-2M]
(iii) when 0 < m K M' - }:
exp[ixsinhu] -cosh(2m + 1)u du -
(A proof of Lemma II is given in Appendix C.)
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I U + in /2is/2
(11.3.14)
I U +in/2iir/2 1)u du
J U + i / 2iw /2
(11.3.15)
i(-1)m C2 m+1 (X)
C X 2m+1
K M= (j-) exp[-2M] (11.3.16)
From Lemma II we deduce that:
Em Im (e )(C .+ 1( ) - C2 m -1())
2C A( p)
<V7I exp[-M] (11.3.17)
30) Consider (C+):
/oo +ia/2
(C+ U ir/2
exp[Pe-$a cosh 2u + ix sinh u] - cosh u du
2
Now we perform the change of variable = eu. Then:
( ) = 
/2
(C+) fe exp __e- 24 + i-2] exp[--e-io g-2 _ 2X_-1]2 4 2 2
We define the functions V+ and W-, to be:
V+(~= iea .2 *x
4 2
W- (w = -Pe-'g2_ -4 2 .
* We consider the straight line: i = eu + reia/2, along this straight line V+ can be
written as:
V+ P,2 + T(- e" sin
4 2 2
- xsin a) + Pe2U
2 4
x U
cos a - -e
2
+ i (- eU aCos 2 + x cos ) - e2u sin a4
so that: R{V+ _ 2 _ 1 (peu +x) sin -r+Le2 U cos a- zeu, is a decreasing function4 2 1 2 4 2
of r, as r -+ +oo.
* Considering W-, we have:
S=e/2(r + eu sin - + ieu cos2
a)
2
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(B+) iIO (P e-2")C(
M I
- I
d (II.3.18)
and:
U a 2U 2U2
=
2 + 2re' sin - + e" > 22
Then: Isi > eu and:
+ |-|df| < 1 (1+ 1|dg| < |dg| < dr2 2 | 2 1 )
We write a bound for Iexp[W-]:
Iexp[W- I|= I exp- [-e-" -2 1I4 2
< exp[ e-2u + 2 .u] < expM +p] (II.3.19)
Hence:
(C+) exp[Pe2U cos a_ -eU] exp[4 + P] exp [- 2] dr (11.3.20)
As: xeu = 2M + 2M' > 4M - 2p and < eu < , we have:
e cosa--e e(e--)<--e < -M+4 2 4 24 2
from the fact that: eu = x/2p+ Vz 2 /4p 2 - 1.
Then finally:
(C+)l < K exp[-M] (11.3.21)
Remark: We emphasize the fact that the bound we have found is of order exp[-M]/5
and not of order exp[-MI/vM like for F in Ursell (1987). This difference comes from
the fact that here, we are dealing with the equivalent of a derivative in x of F (or simply
f, which corresponds to 6). Therefore it appears that a derivative in x corresponds to
multiplying the remaining terms by a factor of x/p.
From 10), 20), and 30) we get Proposition I1.1.
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B) We consider now A-:
exp[- P e-s cosh 2u - ix sinh u] - cosh u du
2
Proposition 11.2: Under the assumptions given in Theorem II, we have:
/2
Jf exp[- Pe-" cos 2u - ix sin u] - cos u du2
. '-
IO ( e- ")C( W E.I.(ee-'")(Csm+1(X) - C+ _z(/))
+ exp[- Pe- cosh 2u - ix sinh u] . cosh u du
oo +ia /2- in 2
+ (exp[-MI)
+ VP- )
Proof: Again by Theorem A we get:
f+ 
oo+ia/20 = exp[- -e-s" cosh 2u - ix sinh u] - cosh u du2
We decompose A- in four integrals:
U-iir/2
iW/2
(B-)
I +ia/2-iir+
U -ir/2
(C-)
foo +ia/2
00 +i a/2-if
(D-)
* We justify our choice of considering the path from -ir/2 to U - i7r/2 by the fact
that:
/U-if/2exp[-ixcoshu] - cosh(2n + 1)udu
-,r /2
exp[-x cosh u] -sinh(2n + 1)u du
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(11.3.22)
= - r/2
(A-)
(11.3.23)
= -i(-1)"
f + =0
0 ~
is uniformly convergent as U - +oo, and can be related to: -i(-1)"C 2 n+ 1 (X) in a
quite obvious manner.
10) (A- ) is simply:
-i0
exp[- e-ia cos2u - ix sin ul -cosudu2 (11.3.24)
20) For (B-), we have obviously:
P - z(B)= -iIO(-eiG")Ci(x) - -2 2
M- I_
2
E
m= 1
simply because:
/U -iir/2
-iir/2
exp[-iz cosh u] -cosh(2m + 1)u du
( U + iir/2iff/2 exp[ix sinh u] -cosh(2m +
30) Considering (C-) it follows that:
j)o o + i 
a / 2 
-
i r
U-ir/2
exp[- e- cosh 2u - ix sinh u]2
exp[- e~' 2 _ exp[ e- ia -2 +ix ~ r, d2 +t~ 2 d
by the change of variable g = eu, and:
(C-) = -(C+)
by the change of variable ' -+
Therefore:
(C- )l < K exp[-M]I(C2V<K
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EmIm( e~i )(C 2 m+1(X) - C2m-1(x))
+ O(exp[-M]) (11.3.25)
*
1)u du)
-0CI /2
- cosh u du
(11.3.26)
(11.3.27)
40) Consider finally (D-):
JD00 +ia/2
o +ia/2- sw
exp[- Pe-" cosh 2u - ix sinh u] - cosh u du2
By performing the change of variable = e", we obtain:
(+ ooea/2 -
where:
(11.3.28)
P 2
4 2
WP (-* = ia 2.-2 1
4 2
9 The convergence of this integral near the bounds of integration is given by the term
exp[V-], the other term - exp[W+] - remains bounded under the condition that stays
at a non-zero distance from the origin.
e The idea is to find a path of integration from -ooeia/ 2 to +ooeia/2 in such a manner
that this path is asymptotically - at least - a path of steepest descent at -oo and +oo
for the integrand. Such paths only intersect at a saddle point.
Therefore we look at a saddle point for exp[V-]. is a saddle point for exp[V-] if and
only if:
aV-
p x
-- e- -i-=02 2
.x
o = -t-e- *
p
Then we consider the contour:
given by:
-0-e-ia + reia/2, r E R. On this contour V- is
P
V~ () = -Me - r 24
40
It appears that this contour is actually the steepest descent path from -ooei'/ 2 to
+ooei'"/2 for exp[V-].
* We check that along this path stays at a non-zero distance from the origin. That
is:
| 21 = r + Xp
RI > -cosp
a) 2 + X2 ,sin - + -COS2
2 P 2
a
2
a
2
X
-~> 0
-./2p
* Now, let r = !o and plug this into the expressions for and V-:
S= (-ie + esa /2)
p
V-= - e
then (D-) becomes:
exp[-Me'a] J+00
-00
exp [-M2 ]-exp [M 2 2 U)2
1 (1+ ie-i2 o)2
C-2i 1a
-
,2
;T ( + je~ -i.Lo) 2
x1
-
2(1 + ie-'22 u)
-e-- da
p
(11.3.29)
From 10), 20), 30), and 40) we get Proposition 11.2.
By combining the results from Proposition II.1 and Proposition 11.2 we get Theorem II.
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thus:
(D- ) = 1
2
On the functions C,. involved in the series expansion of 6
The functions C,, are defined by:
C.(x) = j exp[-x cosh u] -sinh nu du (11.3.30)
for x E R+ *. The function C. are Cc* whatever the value of n.
Remark: This family of functions is quoted in Watson (1944, §10.13), and they appear
to be connected to Bessel functions but not in a simple manner. Nevertheless we would
like to find a simple way to compute them.
It appears that a recursion relation can be found and that we can define (Cn) by:
- For n = 0:
Co = 0 (11.3.31)
- For n = 1:
C1 (X) = [0 exp[-x cosh u] -sinh u du = e (11.3.32)
For n > 1:
C (X) = 1 exp[-x cosh ul - sinh nu du
exp[-xcoshu] cosh nu
b i0
by integration by parts,
e X
n
X 0
exp[-x cosh u] - cosh nu - sinh u du
+ - (Cn+ 1(X) - C-1(X))2n
Cn+i - 2n -X
2
=,
for x C R+*
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or:
(11.3.33)
11.3.2 Another asymptotic expansion in Bessel functions
We saw in 11.3.1 that 6 could be expressed as a sum of a finite series, a highly
oscillatory term 6, a finite integral, and remaining terms of order exp[-M]/./F. We
also noted that this asymptotic series differs from Bessho's asymptotic series by its
dependence on x, p, and a, namely (11.3.7):
2=e R~exp[Z](IO(Pesa)Ci1x) + M'- 1/2 2
6 e- I OZ exp[Z]Io (2-"C (X) + 2m(e')Cm1()-Cm- (X))
m=1
+ }+ ( exp[-M]
where: Z = pe-' , while for f we have ((AS1) and (II.1.1)):
f = -e- R Io()Y(x)+ Im ( )osma4(Y 2m+l()-Y 2mi-l())
M=1
+f + (exp[M]
By considering the difference (f - 6), we would be considering the sum (11.3.5)
as we have already seen in 11.3. But now we can specify the functions fm (x) and bm (x):
Sfo() = Y ()
fm (X) = (Y 2m+()Y 2 m-()) , for mE N*
- 6 (x) = exp[Z]C1(x)
6m (x) exp[Z](C 2 m+I(z) - C2m -1(X)) , for m E N*
and realize that, except for a = 0 where Im (P) cos ma = Im (Pe-"), we would have to
evaluate the terms present in (11.3.5) by subtracting the terms issued from each series,
since the functions fm (x) and bm (z) are different. This approach is not likely to solve
the problems for small values of x since we would be subtracting terms of same orders
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of magnitude, thus introducing errors at each step. We suggested in 11.3 that we could
solve this problem by rewriting the sum (11.3.5) as (11.3.6). The sum that we introduced
for this purpose:
M
-Io ( e- "')Yi (X) - Im ( ~" +(X) - Y2-1(X))2 22 2
m=1
should correspond to a certain function of (x, p, a). Our purpose here is to show that
this function is:
g=(x, y, z) = sin 
_s COSY (S2 exp[-ZS2]. S ds (11.3.34)g~~yzJsixscoy~2  2 VS2-1
= e~ R 0j sin(xcoshu) exp[ e- cosh2u]osh u du (11.3.34')
We recall the expressions of f and d in order to compare these functions, and justify
our choice for g. We have (1.3):
f (x, p, a) = e- R sin(x cosh u) -exp[- cosh(2u - ia)] cosh u du
and from (11.2.8):
2.exP iacohu
d(x, y, z) = e- sin(x cosh u) -exp[-2e- cosh 2u] - sinh u du
From these expressions we can see that the dependence of the integrand of g on
p and a is the same as for the integrand of d, therefore of 6, while the dependence on x
is the same as for the integrand of f. As a consequence we expect to find an asymptotic
expansion for g in terms of the Bessel functions Im (g e-'") and Ym (x).
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We introduce the function G defined by:
G(x, p, a) = j p -cos(x cosh u) -exp[-2e-'" cosh 2u] du2
and prove the following result:
Theorem III: For (x, p, a) in D, we have:
M
7r E cIm ( e ')Y 2 m (x)2
M=OJ00 +ia/2
+ /+ia/2-iir
+ O(exp[-M])
exp[-e~sa cosh 2u - ix cosh u] du2
(11.3.36)
under the assumptions:
- (x, p, a) is in a compact set included in Df
- M = x 2 /4p is large
- M' = NM 2 _x 2 /4 is large
- cosh-'(x/2p) is large
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(11.3.35)
G(x, p, a) = -
Proof: First we define two functions G+ and G-, by:
G = exp[- e-' cosh 2u ± iz cosh ul du/-+o 2
so that: G = (G+ + G-).
Then by applying again Theorem A we have:
+oo +ia/2
G = I cos(x cosh u) - exp[- -e' cosh
J-oo-sa/ 2 2
where the integral is uniformly convergent so that we can write:
g = 
a{ G}
2 ax
(11.3.37)
2u] du
(11.3.38)
A) Here we consider G+ and prove the following result:
Proposition III.1: Under the assumptions stated in Theorem III, we have:
M
G+(x, p, a) = iir Z Em (-1)"In ( e ')H(1) (x) + O(exp[-M])
m=0
Proof: We write the integral expression for G+ as:
-U- ir/2 U+ii/2 oo+ia/2
G -oo -itx/2 J U-ir/2 U+i/2
A+ B+ C+
(11.3.39)
(11.3.40)
for U E R+*.
10) Considering (B+) we use the same series expansion for exp[-!e'"O cosh2u] as in
the proof of Theorem II and using the fact that this series is uniformly convergent with
respect to u on any compact included in R, we write (B+) as:
(B+ ) = Em (-1)n Im ( e- " ) f exp[ix cosh u] - cosh 2nu du (11.3.41)
m=0 2 -U-iir/2
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By taking a contour which is symmetric with respect to the origin:
(B+ ) = E C(1)
m=0
M IM (P e~I U+i/2
2 U- i/2
exp[ix cosh u + 2nu] du
Now under the assumptions stated as in Theorem III, we have the following result:
Lemma III.1:
(i) When 0 < m < M:
J f 0 + i 'r/2U+i ir/2 exp[2mu + ix cosh u] du C ( )2m exp[-2M']VF ) (11.3.43)
where C is a constant.
(ii) When m > M:
exp[2mu + ix cosh u] du C 
(
_)2m exp[-2M']
p
(iii) When 0 < m < M:
exp[2mu + ix cosh u du - (- 1)m irH,1 (x) Cx "M,()2m exp[-2M']
(11.3.45)
which is Lemma 1.1 of Ursell (1987).
Then we deduce that:
(B+) = iir E
M=0
Em (-1)M Im( e ia)H( (x) + O(exp[-M])(22
20) Considering (A+), we have:
r-U - ir/2
(A+) =1 exp[ 2 e- cosh 2u + ix cosh u] du
= - i exp[- e-ia cosh 2u + ix cosh u] du
oo +4a/
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(11.3.42)
JU+iw/2
- U-iir/2
/U+ii /2
-U - it, /2
(11.3.44)
(11.3.46)
)= +if/2
U+iir/2
exp[-- e~ cosh 2u + ix cosh u] du2
(11.3.47)
Therefore (A+) is treated the same as (C+).
30) Finally we consider (C+):
(C+) e _ ep [ -ea
U+ i r/2 2
cosh 2u + ix cosh u] du
perform the change of variable = e" and get:
0 e /2
(C+ ) =
jeC
exp[V+] exp[W+ -
with:
4 2
W+P=~~" - 2 ±jX 1
4 2
as in A) 30) of the proof of Theorem II.
Then we apply exactly the same approach and obtain that:
I(C+)I exp[_e2U4 cos a- 2e eU Jo 00expl--r 21 dr4
and therefore:
(C+)l < K exp[-M]
Fdi M
From 10 ), 20 ), and 30 ) we deduce Proposition III..
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by u -+ -u,
(11.3.48)
(11.3.49)
(11.3.50)
B) For G- we have the proposition:
Proposition 111.2: Under the assumptions as stated in Theorem III, we have:
G~ (x, p, a) =
M
-7r Z (-1)' I( e2 'o)H 2)
m=O
/oo+i a/2+2 exp[-- e~ cosh 2u - ix cosh u] du
oo + i /2- i
+ O(exp[-M])
Proof: Let decompose the integral expression for G-, as for G+:
/-U-if/2 U+i4/oo+ia/2
1-oo -safl/ - 2 fU+4/2
for U E R+*, where we reserve ourselves the possibility of choosing # as we want. Of
course we use the same expansion for exp[- e-G cosh 2u] as in A), so that we consider:
G- (Ui3) = Em(1)" Im ( e-') exp[-ix cosh u] - cosh 2mu du
U-ifl/2 M=0 2
and since the series is uniformly convergent with respect to u on
included in R, we can write:
00 ~U+ij9/2
G- (U= Em (-1)" Im ( e~)
m=0 - U2-i/2
any compact set
exp[-ix cosh u] -cosh 2mu du
By taking a symmetric contour with respect to the origin, we get:
00 .U i/
G- (U, 3) = E M (-1)M Im ( e '") exp[2mu - ix cosh u] du
m=0 - UO-if/2
* The integrals fu+' exp[2mu - ix cosh u] du for n E N are of the same kind as the
ones involved in G+. Here again our choice of 3 is driven by the fact that we want to
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(11.3.51)
have uniformly convergent integrals as U -* +oo. This choice corresponds to = r
and therefore we consider integrals:
JU +ii/2
- U-ii/2
exp[2mu - ix cosh uJ du
which can be also written:
/U - i(-)"M f exp[2mu + x sinh u] du
functions which can be related to the Hankel functions of the second kind H 2
H2 (Z) = - 00 exp[Z sinht - 2mt]dt
for Z E C, ArgZj < 7r/2.
Then we write G- as:
/-oo-ia/2+iir f-U+iir/2 U-i ir/2f +oo+ia/2-i+ +oo+ia/2
-oo-ia/2 oo -ia/2+iir f-U+iir/2 U-iir/2 +oo+ia/2-iir
(A-) (B-) (C-) (D-) (E-)
(11.3.52)
10) Consider (A-), by performing the change of variable u -+ -u we reduce the problem
to the treatment of (E-):
/-00o-1i/2+iir(A ) = I exp[l--e-i cosh 2u - ix cosh u] du
oo +ia /2- ir/c) + ia/2-i2
-- exp[- -e~ % cosh 2u - ix cosh u] du
Joo +ia /22
(11.3.53)
20) Considering (B-) and again using arguments of symmetry, the treatment of (B-)
is shown to be equivalent to the treatment of (D- ).
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Therefore we only have to treat (C-), (D-), and (E-).
30) So let consider first:
U -i=/2
-U+iw /2
exp[- e " cosh 2u - ix cosh ul du
for which we use the same series expansion and the same arguments as in A ) 20) so
that we have:
00
(C-) = ~=
m = 0
Em (-1)M Im (e '")2
I U -ii/2
-U+ivr/2
exp[2mu - ix cosh u] du
* Under the same assumptions as stated in Theorem III we have:
Lemma 111.2:
(i) When 0 < m K M:
exp[2mu - ix cosh u] du < C (X)2mV~P exp[-2M'
where C is a constant.
(ii) When m > M:
IU-iw/2
exp[2mu
- U+ iff/2
C
- ix cosh u] du (X)2mp exp[-2M']
(iii) When 0 < m < M:
exp[2mu - ix cosh u]du - (-1)miirH( 2() < ( )2" exp[-2M']
(11.3.57)
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(11.3.54)
I oo - ir/2U - iir /2 (11.3.55)
IU -/iw/2
-U+iir/2
(11.3.56)
Proof: We deduce the proof from the proof of Lemma 1.1 by Ursell by arguments of
symmetry.
We have:
Uoo -if/2
U - it/2
exp [2mu - ix cosh u] du) * oo +i/2= exp[2mu + ix cosh u] du
and:
/U- ir/2
-U+ir/2
exp[2mu - ix cosh u]
u U+i /2
du) 
-U-ifr/2
exp[2mu + ix cosh u] du
Thus the properties (i) and (ii) come directly from their equivalents in Lemma 1.1.
(iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii), which is not at all surprising since the complex
conjugate of iHl (x) is merely -iHQ (z)!
We conclude finally that:
(C-) = -i7r
M=0
em (-1)M Im( e ")HQ (X) + O(exp[-M])
40) Consider now (D-):
= /o +ia /2-ir(D-) = U - i r/ 2 exp[- Pe- cosh 2u - ix cosh uj du2
and perform the change of variable ' = u then:
-0e a/2
(D-) = j e exp- 24 2
P 2 -se -2__g -
-4- r -2 i 14 2
and by ' -- - we get:
(11.3.58)
(11.3.59)
(11.3.60)
(11.3.61)
(D- )= exp[V+ ] exp[W+ I
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(11.3.62)
which is nothing else than the term (C+) in the decomposition of G+. Thus we have
the corresponding result for (D-):
K exp[-M]J(D- )j < - (11.3.63)
50) Considering now (E-):
( + oo+ia/2
+ oo +ia /2-itr
exp[- e~a cosh 2u - ix cosh u] du2
and using again the change of variable = e", we obtain:
(E-) = / oe exp[V~ ] exp[W- ] (11.3.64)
where quite naturally we have defined:
V (t = - -'" g2 _4 2
W- - 2 _ x- 14 2
9 Following exactly the same approach as in the proof of Theorem II B) 40), we find a
new path of integration given by:
= -ie" + reia/2 , T E R
p
which goes through the saddle point b = -i-e'a of the function exp[V-]. Along this
path (E-) can be written:
(E-) = exp[-Me'f]l
I~ 002 -s3a
exp[-M2 E pxe P
100 16M(1 + ie- i )2 + + ie * )2(1 + ie-'I-o)
-t
X cia(1- + ie) (11.3.65)
From 10), 20), 30 ), 40), and 50) we obtain the result as stated in Proposition 111.2
and combining the two propositions we have Theorem III.
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11.3.3 Summary of the results obtained for the asymptotic series
In dealing with Bessho's asymptotic series we have shown that under the as-
sumption that:
- (x, p, a) is in a compact set included in DP
- M = 2 /4p is large
- M' = M2 - x2/4 is large
- U = cosh 1 (x/2p) is large
we could write f as:
f =(f -6) + {e ()}
x
=-eR I Io () Yi () + I ( e~ )exp[Z]C1(x)
M
+ Im( ) cos ma,(Y2m+I(X) - Y 2 m. -1 (X))2 2
M -1/2
+ >1 Im ( ei)exp[Z(C 2m+(X)-C 2m-l (X))2
m= 1
+ (/ 00+ia/2-iw exp[- cosh(2u - ia) + ix cosh u] -cosh u du
- +2
+ exp[Z] /0 +ia/2
00 +4 it. /2 -
exp[- e- a cos 2u2
exp[- P -i"cosh 2u - ix sinh u] -cosh u du
- xsinu] -cosudu
} + (exp[-M]
vp
where: Z = pe-
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(AS2)
+ exp[Z]
i1rin
jx 2e+ fR{e 2 -F( )
x
or in another form :
f =Y( - g) +(g - ) + {e 2XF(e)}
= -e- iRW{} +.R{ei 2 F(C)} + O(exp[-M])
where with the same notations we have:
7 {(I. (P) - I0 (P e-'")) Y (x)
( ) cos ma - Im ( e-2 2 (Y2 m+i(1) -
Y2m-1() - exp[Z]2CM ())IM ( e
- cosh(2u - ia) + ix cosh u] -cosh u du2
exp[- e-la cosh 2u - ix sinh u] - cosh u du
exp[- e-% cos 2u - x sin u] - cos u du2
We will see that this last expression, despite its complicated form can be very useful
numerically. But these results require some comments:
* While the sums are under forms useful for computation, the two infinite bounds
integrals have to be evaluated and possibly grouped under a same integral in order to
save time and achieve the desired accuracy (see 111.2.2).
* The finite integral should not be problematic (see 111.2.3 and Appendix D).
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(AS3)
M
+ZE(I,,.
m= 1
+ ( Y(x) +exp[Z]Ci(x))Io ( e-')
+ E (7Y 2 m+1 (x) + exp[Z]C 2 , + 1() -
2
/( - oo+ i a/2 -i X,
- 0 +ia /2
+ exp[Z] /o+a/
0 + ia /2-
+ exp[Z] j/
ir
in
Y2M 
- 1 (M))
* More important are the remaining terms, or O(exp[-M]//p). From Theorem II,
and Theorem III we can only conclude that they are of order exp[-M]/,/. But if this
was indeed the case - we would not be able to find a better bound - then none of the
results above would solve the problem for the small x region! We would be neglecting
terms of increasing orders of magnitude as x -+ 0, since we can not increase M beyond
a certain limit if we want to achieve the matching with the convergent series!
Before considering the computational aspects, we show that these terms are in
fact of order y'Pexp[-M]!
Proof: This requires to go back to our decomposition of 6 and the decomposition of F
chosen by Ursell.
* For 6, we wrote (11.3.8):
6 = e- Rf {exp[Z]A} where: Z = pe-
with: A = A( _-), A+ and A- being decomposed in several integrals. By taking
the same notations the remaining terms can be identified to be (11.3.18):
i /2 -
P-ia 2 x Pa __i 11+ _
( U 4 2 4 2 2
and (11.3.26):
(C-) = -(C+)
We note these terms as e(6), and:
1
e(6) = -exp[Z](C+)
-Pia x P a 2 x _+_-_
= exp[Z] exp[---e 2 +i-] exp[---e 2 - d
34 2 4 22
(II.3.66)
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* For f, the identification of the remaining terms is less obvious since Ursell considers
F instead of f, with the relation:
f e- R{ F}2 49X
Ursell decomposes F in: F = A + B + C + D, where B and D corresponds to the
remaining terms in the expansion of F, thus we have to consider e(f) = - } - (B + D).
+i~]exp[-2 8z2
exp[--eG $a2
4
exp[- e- a24
+ i- ] exp[--e-" 
- + i-C~]2 4 2
+i2 ]exp[-4 2+i-]
we have:
i
EM) = ---2 ( Jr exp[--Pe- "24
-C - ie/2+ /ooe
+2 X-] exp[-42 4
exp[-- e "24 + i-]ex2
iax 2 1 + C-1
e" ~ + i-C~ d2 2
P[- - 2 + i- - d4 2 2
(11.3.67)
From the fact that:
-
o o 
e -
s / 
2
fi ,
exp[--e S 2 + i- ]exp[- -e- '2 +4 2 4
X 1 ____+__-
i- d2 2
-J§;if/-ie *4 2 4 -2-exp[-- e~- g _% e -_,C -2 _ g_ +14 2 4 2 2
2 + -
2
exp[- e- 
4
exp[--eia -24 + i- -] dg2 2 /
and that we are only considering the real part of these terms, we have:
R{e(f)} = { e exp[-&e~"l .2 + ix ] exp[4 2
-Peia2 + i 1]' d+
4 2 2 )
(11.3.69)
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As:
- a/2
B =
and:
D=J
0e C
Ssf/2
*
(11.3.68)
d )
Similarly:
R{e(6)} = ! I Cx[o /2exp[ZIfe exp[- P e~" .24 + i x ) exp[- Pe~- ic-C2 _iC 112 4 2
x d} (11.3.70)
2
* By grouping the terms from 6 and f we obtain:
0) - ) /2~R~e~f - e(6} f= {
x1
exp[- e-'"(2 +i-iJ exp[- e' .- 2 + . j- 1]4 2 4 2
- exp[Z - - (e- "4 - e')G 2 - ic +-C d} (11.3.71)
Then we consider our "usual" straight line: ' = ieU + reia/2 , r E R+. We denote:
A P Z (e--2 - iaW-1
4
Since x and p are bounded, A is bounded too (as |j > eu): A| < p+ -4 +p (see Proof
of Theorem II A ) 30)).
We can always choose x (and consequently p, since p = X2 /4M) so that:
exp[A] = 1 + A + EA with 16| < 1
Then:
4 p2
11 - exp[AJI < |AI(1+ I) < 21A < 2(2p+ M+ ) < Ap
A being a constant.
Then following the same approach as in Proof of Theorem II A) 30) we conclude that:
|R{e(f) - <(6)}|  K exp[ M) p = Kliiexp[-M]
NAPl
(11.3.72)
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Finally we have:
f = -e 2 R{7} + R{e'2 -F(C)} + O(,/-pexp[-M) (AS3)
under the assumptions given in Theorem II.
This expression seems especially suitable for small values of x (since p is even smaller)
while it is theoretically valid in a wider domain. Of course we should check that its
numerical validity allows us to compute the single integral in the small x region.
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III The computation of the single integral
Algorithms for computing the different functions (the Bessel functions Im, Jm,
Kin, Yin) present in both the convergent and the asymptotic series have been derived
by Newman (1987, b) - but only on the centerplane -, and by Baar and Price (1988).
Here we present the algorithms we have used in order to assess the results given in II.1
and those corresponding to the new expressions in 11.2 and 11.3 applied to the small
x region (x < 1). We also highlight the restrictions of the domain of validity of the
asymptotic series for large values of x.
III.1 Computation of the convergent series
The expression of the convergent series (CS1) or its modified expression (CS2)
involve the computation at any order n of the functions K. (L), A,.(eia), and J. (x).
For this purpose we use the recursion relations verified by each of these functions.
e Computation of K. ()
The sequence ((-i)"K. (P )) satisfies the recursion:
- Ko (P)
- -K, (2) (III. 1)
- (-1)n+'K.+ 1 (P)+ 4 (-1)"K.(p) - (-1)"-K._1 (P) = 0
Starting from the values of Ko (s) and -K (E), obtained by Chebyshev series, values
of (-1)" K. (E) can be computed by forward recursion. Regarding stability, the error
(6n) satisfies the equation:
4n
E.+1 + -E. - En, 1 = 0p
of solutions: E. = AI, (L)+IzK. (L). While the recursion is not stable, forward recursion
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can be used to compute (-1)"K. (1) since (K. (-)) is an increasing sequence of n.
* Computation of An(Pe-ia)
Similarly the sequence (A.(ne-ta)) satisfies the recursion:
" A0 = 0
-*A 1 = 2,' exp[e- 1 (111.2)
- A.+ 1 + P- i A. - A,- 1 = p. exp[e-']
and here again values of A.( Ee-'a) are obtained by means of forward recursion, since
the error satisfies the same homogeneous equation as for K.(i).
* Computation of J. (x)
The sequence (J. (X)) satisfies the recursion:
Jn+1 - J. +J._1 =0 (111.3)
The recursion ceases to be stable as soon as n > x. Since (J. (x)) is a decreasing
sequence of n, backward recursion can be successfully carried out. This requires to
determine the order N at which the recursion has to be started. In our computation
we have used No to be: min(40 + 6E(In x),70), and: JN 0 +1 = 0, JNw = 10-" (the
tolerance of the computer).
By combining these algorithms we can compute the desired sum. But special care
must be devoted to the computation of the products K.+1 - J 2 +1 , and A.+ 1 'J2.+1
since the sequence (J.) is an exponentially decreasing function of n, while the sequences
(K.) and (A.) are exponentially increasing functions of n. A scaling factor is therefore
required which also takes care of the behavior of (J. (x)) as x - 0+, and provides the
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desired accuracy for values of x between 0 and 20.
111.2 Computation of the asymptotic series
111.2.1 Computation of the sums
The computation of the asymptotic series and its modified expressions for small
x (x < 1) is more problematic than the convergent series since the functions Ym (x) and
Cm (x) are singular at x = 0. Of course these singularities are balanced by the fact that
the functions Im (eia) converge to 0 as p -+ 0. Therefore we must fully use the fact
that we are considering a region where M = x 2 /4p is large for the computation.
a) The x > 1 region
Apart from the region of small x's the computation of Im (f) and Ym (x) does
not raise any particular problems.
* Computation of Im (P) for x > 1
We use the recursion relation:
- Im+1 + 4Im -m - 1 = 0 (III.4)
and values of Im (P) are obtained by backward recursion, since (Im (l-)) is a decreasing
sequence of m. The order No at which the recursion starts, is chosen such that the
corresponding value INO , obtained using an uniform asymptotic expansion for large
orders, is non-zero for the accuracy of the computer.
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* Computation of Ym (x) for x > 1
Using the relationship:
-Yo
-Y,
-Y 1  m*Ym+i r rn-i_ =
(111.5)
Here again, if the recursion is not stable for m > z, forward recursion can be used
since (Yin (x)) is an increasing sequence of m for m large enough. Yo (x) and Y (x) are
obtained using Chebyshev polynomial approximations.
b) The small x region
For the small x region we must first study the respective behavior of the different
functions involved.
The modified Bessel function Im of a complex argument
We have the following ascending series for I, (z):
zm * (2)2k
Im (Z) = -
k= (
which gives for our special cases:
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 9.6.10))
IM ()cosma= (m cos ma (1 + (-)2) + O(pm+ 4 )2 4 M (m + 1)! 4
Im(e~") = (P)me 1 + 1 ()2,-i2) + O(p"'+ 4)
m! (1 m + 4!/(m 1)!
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(111.6)
(111.7)
We note that we can write Im (e) cos ma = R{Im (f)e'a }, and that in this case:
SIm((e +) 12 =(m +1)! 4(P)m+2,{(1 _ e-i 2a)e-ima } + o(p"n+ 4 )
= {I m (-) cos ma2 - Im (e~'")} (111.8)
Then it appears that (I ( )e-im -IM(e e- i)) is an order of p2 higher than Im (p/2).
* The Bessel functions Ym and the functions C.
From the ascending series for Ym (x) (Abramowitz and Stegun (1964, Eq. 9.1.11))
we deduce that, when x -+ 0+:
(2) m-2 (M
x
Ym (X) = '(2) xr z - 2)! + O(X
4
m) (111.9)
From the recursion relation satisfied by (Cm) we can show that, when x -* 0+:
2"-1
Cm ()=(m-1)! x
Then since: exp[Z] = 1 + p cos a + 0(p 2 ), we have:
2Ym (x) + exp[Z]Cm (x) = exp[Z](m - 1)!( )2x
+ O(X2 m)
+ O(X2-m)
Thus we have gained an order of x in the behavior of Ym (x) or Cm (x) as x -+ 0+.
From the two previous remarks we can derive efficient ways of computing the sum
under its formulation (AS3).
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'W{Im (P)e"im"
2
(III.10)
(111. 11)
+ (M -1)1(2-1
e Computation of (Im (f) Cos ma - Im (ea))
We define two new sequences (AI.) and (In) by:
A Im ( , a) = (m+ 1)!( )m+2 (Im( )e~ " "m - Im ( eieI)) (111.12)
2 PetG 2 2
such that: R{ (pe 4 )m+2 AIm (g, a)} =!R{Im ()cos ma - Im (P-e-")}, and:
(M~ ~ ~ +mp142
I(e-)m()Im (m ( P " (III.13)2 pe'- 2
Then (AIm) and (Im) satisfy the recursions:
e- i2a 
.' )2A l+ (1 
-e- i2a 14AIm- +AIm -1(  AIM (m+ Pe( +a + ( Z + -m+i = 0 (III.1 )(m +2)(m+1) 4 m+ 1
and:
~ ~ 1pe- "21Im -1 + Im - 1 ( ) m+1 = 0 (111.15)Im+I(m+ 2)(m±+1) 4
Here again we use a backward recursion since we are dealing with variants of the modi-
fied Bessel functions Im. The determination of IN. (P eia) can no more be obtained by
using the same uniform asymptotic expansion as for IN. (f), since this expansion does
not stand for lal = 7r/2. Therefore we use the continued fraction expression mentioned
by Baar and Price (1988). The advantage of this formulation is that (AIm) and (im)
are always of order 1 and that AIm -1 is directly obtained from the higher order dif-
ferences AIm, AIm +1 instead of being obtained by subtracting two terms of an order
of magnitude larger. The results obtained are more accurate and do not suffer errors
amplified at each step. Of course for a = 0 we are reduced to (AIm) = 0. The fact
that we also need to compute (1m) is not a penalty since we will have to compute it
for the other sum.
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* Computation ol (Ym kX) + exp\Z\c M '))
Here by a linear combination of the recursion relations satisfied by (Yn) and
(Cm), we define two new sequences (AY) and (Ym), to verify:
- AY = 2 Y
- AY = !-Y1 + exp[Z]e- (111.16)
- AY2= AY, + 2 AY - xYo + exp[Z]e~2
AYm+1 = AY + m (rl (2) 2 A m- min - Ym±; (*)i- Z
for (AYm), and:
x WY (111.17)
Sm+i 1 Ym mrnm-1) (~2  mi
for (Yi) which is in fact ( Q )' Ym).
Then: Ym (x) + exp[Z]Cm (x) = (m - 1)!()M A Ym, with AYm staying of order 1.
The choice of forward recursion is obvious for (Y i) since this sequence is associated to
(Yi). For (AYm) - and consequently for (Cm) - this is justified by the fact that the
error associated to ((-1)m Cm) satisfies the same recursion relation as for ((-1)" Km).
Therefore, since (Cm) is an increasing sequence of m, a forward recursion is suitable.
We are evaluating quantities which stay of order 1 as x -+ 0+ at each step of the
recursion, thus reducing computational errors. Here again the task of computing the
sequence (YM) replaces the computation of (Ym).
In order to be able to compute the sums we need to assemble the different sequences
into products.
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* Computation of the product ! (Im (i) cos ma - Im (feia ))Y 2 m+1(x)
From the sequences we have defined above, we get:
I{ (Im ( ) cos.ma - m (X) = )2m+ 12 2 2~")Ymix} t m . e
(111.18)
where ZYm is defined by:
S1 xp 2m - 1 1iy =-x - - x (11I.19)tym 2M(m + 1) 16 2M 2M
Consequently:
'R{ 71(Im (e) COS Ma -Im ( e~i"))y2m- 1 (X)}
2X\ 2 1
= ( )2 2m(2m - 1)ym R{e(m+2 )a AIm - 2 m-1)
As m < M the factor zIm stays bounded and gets smaller as m gets larger. Therefore
we are multiplying (AIm -Y 2 m-1), which is of order 1, by a coefficient smaller than
one. The asymptotic characteristic of the series is here obvious since for m > M the
sequence (tym) starts to be increasing.
e Computation of the product (QYm (x) + exp[Z]Cm (x))Im (Le-")
Similarly:
( Ym (x) + exp[Z]Cm (x))Im ( e~'a) = Yim AYm - Im (111.20)
with:
2m- 1 1
Z 2M 2M (111.21)
Here again all the quantities involved are of order smaller than 1. AYm and im stay
of order 1, while Yz*m decreases as m increases, m < M. The asymptotic properties of
the sum is here again given by the factor yim-
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Numerical efficiency:
By comparing the convergence properties of both formulations (AS2) and (AS3)
we conclude that the formulation (AS3) gives at least one more significant digit. This
allows to achieve the matching of the convergent and the asymptotic series for small x.
111.2.2 Computation of the integral terms accounting for the highly
oscillatory behaviors
Here we are dealing with the term:
-0- +ia/2-irf - =-i exp[- cosh(2u - ia) + ix cosh u] -cosh u du
2 -00+ia/2 2
00 ia/2+ exp[Z] Ioo+ia/2-ir
from (AS2), or (AS3).
From (11.3.29) we know that:
S 0 0 i a / 2O0 +ia/2-iir
exp[- e-ia cosh 2u - ix cosh u] -cosh u du
e- i2a x
x (12- ) e" do(1+iei o)2 p
2
= exp[-ZS
Similarly, from the result given by Ursell (1987) we can deduce that:
-
00+ 
i-si
2 J exp[-Ma2] exp[ +
16M(1 - ie )2 2(1 - ie o)
e 2a
x (-)- ) e-'i da
T(1 - ie'oa)2 p
2-
j=I-
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exp[-Meial ep[M r' x p2,-i3a Pe- %a
- exp[~M exp[-Mfo2r
2 J616M(l + ieiu)2 2(1 + ie-"1 O)
-00
Since we are only interested in the real part of (I - 6), we have:
- }exp[-Me'] [exp[-Mu2] exp [ + e
J 16M(1 - ie"L)2 2(1 - ie' a)
Q
x (1 - exp p2 e'a(ei2 a -1) ]___
16M(l - iexa)2 (1- ie'i a)
R
x 1 - 2 a . e' i d (111.22)
(2 2 e)2 p J
S
The term R can be shown to be of order p. From the first term in the asymptotic expan-
sion given by Ursell (1987, Eq. 2.26), we deduce that f is of order (exp[-Me-iaI/V)
(thus recovering the result given by Euvrard (1983, Eq. V.44)). Consequently (f - S)
is of order (,Fexp[-Me-ia]) and therefore continuous at p = 0. This shows that
the highly oscillatory singular behaviors of f and 5 are the same at first order. Since
(f - b) is continuous, the singular part of the single integral accounted by f is entirely
contained, in formulation (AS2), or (AS3), in the term R{e-i/2 2 F(()}.
From a purely computational point of view, Newman (1988) derived an algorithm
which allows to obtain an asymptotic expansion of the integral expression:j exp[-Ma2 ]exp[ p2 e t  + Pei 
.f 1 d1
_ 16M(1 - iei i a)2 2(1 - ie' a) i(1 - ie a)
T
up to any arbitrary order. This algorithm is based on the application of Laplace's
method. The terms in which we are interested (f or (I - 6)) are equivalent to the
x-derivative of this integral.
From the expression of (1- 6), we notice that, apart from the series due to the ex-
pansion of the factor S - factor which is anyway present in the expression of f, and of
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computational task equivalent to the expansion of T -, the additional computational
effort required to evaluate (i - 6) instead of f is not significant. In fact the expansion
for the term R can be obtained in a simple manner from the expansion of Q (by storing
the corresponding coefficients and multiplying them by the factors (ei 2" - 1) or 2).
111.2.3 Computation of the finite integral
The last term to be evaluated in formulations (AS2), or (AS3), is the finite
integral:
f exp[-e-i' cos 2u - zsin u] - cos u du (111.23)0/2
This integral does not present any numerical difficulties. Numerical integration can be
used as well as expansion in Taylor series since the variable of integration stays bounded
and since we are considering values of x smaller than 1 (and consequently values of p
smaller than 2.5 x 10-2) thus providing a fast and accurate method of evaluation (see
Appendix D).
111.2.4 Summary of the results for the asymptotic series
The numerical implementation of formulation (AS3) for values of x < 1, requires
to compute twice the number of Bessel functions (or equivalent sequences), while the
computational task for evaluating the highly oscillatory part stays the same as in the
case of the original formulation (AS1). Of course we have to add to this the evaluation
of the complex Dawson integral, but the main penalty in computational time due to
the use of (AS3) instead of (AS1) is imparted to the evaluations of the sums of Bessel
functions. This doubles the time for each evaluation - except for a = 0 -, penalty which
is higher than for the single integral on the centerplane. This additional time is also
compensated by an improvement in accuracy of at least one digit.
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Of course it would be also possible to extend (numerically, since the theory is
not at all restrictive) this implementation to larger values of x, but the gain in accuracy
may not be significant regarding the computational time required.
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111.3 Restriction of the validity of Bessho's asymptotic series for large values
of x
Here we base our analysis on the theory since we do not yet have an evaluation
of f - valid everywhere - for large values of x and p, which allows to define the domain
of validity of the asymptotic series for x > 11. We just have numerical evidence that
the domain of numerical validity of formulation (AS1) along with the evaluation of the
additional term f is smaller than the region M > 18, for x > 11.
We make reference to the notations and the proof of Theorem 1, Ursell (1987).
* From (i) of the proof of Theorem 1 - Ursell (1987, Eq. 2.13 and 2.14) - we have:
E Em (-1)m Im ( ) cos ma exp[2mu + ix cosh u] du
m=0 -U-iir/2
- M7r E mIm ( )H( (x) cos ma < 2C p) exp[-M + 2p]
where: A(p) = max(e-, e2 T) and C is a constant.
e From (iii) of the same proof, we have:
/*o+a/2 P const.
exp[-- cosh(2u-ia)+ixcoshu]du < exp[-M + P
fU + in / /2 2 -FM ex2M+-
Therefore we should replace in (AS1) the term exp[-M] by A(p) -exp[-M+2p], which
is more restrictive when p gets larger for M constant (i.e. x increases). We can therefore
guess that a surface of the kind max(!., L-2) -M+ 2p = constant, or similar could define
the boundary of the domain of validity (which depends on the desired accuracy). Apart
from this theoretical restriction, which we must be aware of, since the terms of order
A(p) exp[-M + 2p] are implicitly neglected in the numerical implementation, two other
restrictions will be involved. One is due to the accuracy of the computation of the sum,
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the other is due to the asymptotic expansion of the highly oscillatory component f and
its numerical evaluation. But this study will be part of a future work.
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Conclusion
In evaluating the single integral part of the Neumann-Kelvin Green function, the
region 0 < x < 11, p > 0, and 0 < lal ir/2 is fully treated.
For values of x between 1 and 11, Bessho's series (expressions (CS1) and (AS1))
provide efficient evaluations of the single integral with a partition surface between the
two domains defined by M = 18 (see figure 3) for an accuracy of at least six significant
digits.
For smaller values of x, between 0 and 1, problems arise confirming the theoreti-
cal results (the remaining terms which are neglected in Bessho's asymptotic expansion
are of order exp[-M]//F). Following Newman (1987, b), but extending the idea of
subtracting the complex Dawson integral from the single integral, to the complete
range of angles a, we propose two new evaluations (expressions (CS2) and (AS3)). The
asymptotic expression (AS3), replacing Bessho's asymptotic series (expression (AS1)),
is obtained by expanding the complex Dawson integral in an asymptotic series - follow-
ing the approach given by Ursell (1987) -, and subtracting it from Bessho's asymptotic
series. For this purpose and for numerical efficiency an intermediate function g is intro-
duced in writing the difference. The convergent properties of the resulting expression
(AS3) compared to Bessho's asymptotic series, are improved by a factor of p. Its
numerical efficiency is confirmed by computations for the domain 0 < x < 1.
Apart from these numerical results, the proofs for the asymptotic expansions
allow us to foresee the limits of their domain of validity for values of x greater than 11.
Similarly, a loss in convergence - corresponding to an increase in order of magnitude of
the terms neglected in the asymptotic expansions - of a factor x/p for each derivative
in x, and of a factor (x/p)2 for each derivative in y or z can be foreseen.
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Finally there remains to find a corresponding method of evaluation for the re-
maining domain of large x and p in order to complete this work.
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Appendix A
Theorem A: Consider the family of functions 7,. defined by:
JA +i(a+,)/2-B i(a -,0)/2 exp[-pe-se cosh(2u - ia) - ixcoshu] - P,,(e",e-u) du
(A.1)
- AB E R+
- (x,p, a,#) E Dy-, DP = R x R*+ x T
with: T = {(a,fl) Ia > 0,53 > ,0 < a +8 < r/2}
- P (x, y) is a polynomial of degree n in x and y -P. E P. [X, Y] -
Then we have:
lim r=n .
A,B - + oo
exp[-pe-io cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u -P.(e", e-u) du
(A.2)
for n E N and this uniformly in any compact set K, K = [-X, X] x [r, R] x T with
X > 0, R > r > 0,
and for n = 1:
lim
A ,B -++ oo
exp[-pe-'O cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u] -P (eu, eu) du (A.3)
and this uniformly with respect to (x, p, a, P) in any compact set K.
Corollary: All the functions F are C** in DP.
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Fn(X, P i,#) =
for:
/+ 0o +(a+8)/2
-oo +i(a - #)/2
+00=
Proof: We shall consider separately the two kinds of integrals:IA
exp[-pe- cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u] P du
and:
exp[-pe- cosh(2u - ia) - iz coshu] - P du/OB
when A -+ +oo and B -- -oo.
*Considering the integral fA, we write it as:
A i(a+O)/2 + A+i(a+O)/2 + A/ =+1 +1 (A.4)
o 0 i(a +#)/2 fA+ i(a+#)/2
A) We consider the integrals:
/ A+i(a+,8)/2exp[-pe-'O cosh(2u - ia) - iz cosh u] -Pn du (a)i(a #)/2
for n E N, and we show that they are uniformly convergent in any compact set K.
Then:
(a) = jA exp[-pe-*' cosh(2u + if3) - ixcosh(u + ic ) P du
x
by a shift in the path of integration.
* We have:
-pe -6 cosh(2u + i#) = - p(cos2 f cosh 2u + sin 2 P sinh 2u)
+ ip(cos13sin1P(cosh 2u - sinh2u))
Then the exponent can be written:
X=p(cos2 Pcosh2u + sin2 I8sinh2u)+xsin 2 sinhu
a+ 1 3 h
+ i(pcoslisin3e-2u 
- zcos 2 Cush u)
=Xr. (x, p, a,P; U) + ixi (X, p, a,3; u) (A.5)
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The function of u, X,, is a decreasing function for u large enough. In fact the path we
have chosen is asymptotic to the path of steepest descent for the integrand of (A.1)
which joins 0 to oo + (a + 3)/2.
9 Now, by using successive bounds and the fact that (X, p, a, P) is in K, we shall show
that: /A+i(a+#)/2
lim exp[-pe- cosh(2u - ia) - ixcoshu] - P,, du
A --++ oo i (C'+#)/2
exists and that the convergence is indeed uniform on K.
We have:
exp[x] - Pn (eu+i(a+0)/2 , e- u-i(a+ #)/2 . P (e)+"a + =)x/2, e-u-')(a+ #)/2
We can find UO such that for u > UO > 0, 1PnI can be bounded by its higher order
term in powers of eu+i(a+$)/2, say: P. < enu (where the higher order coefficient of
P. is taken to be 1).
Therefore for u > UO:
exp[x] -P exp[X] enu < exp[X,-]enu (A.6)
Now from the expression of X, and assuming that x > 0 (which is not restrictive in any
manner) we get the following bound:
exp[x] - Pn I exp [-p(cos2 3 cosh 2u + sin 2 # sinh 2u) + X sin a sinh u + nu]
As Isin K 1, and sinh2u < cosh2u, we have:
| exp[x] ' Pn exp[-p sinh 2u + X sinh u + nu]
< exp[-rsinh2u + Xsinhu + nu] (A.7)
since p E [r, R]
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U" exp[-r sinh 2u + X sinh u + nul du is converging for any values of n, as A -+ +oo.
Therefore (a) is uniformly converging in K as A -* +oo.
B) We here consider the integral:
I AA + i(a + )/2
exp[-pei' cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u] - P du
and show that: liMA,_. f+A +A)/2 = 0, this uniformly with respect to (X, p, a,)
in K.
We have:
(b) = i a+)/2 exp[-pe-'O cosh(i2u+2A-ia) -ix cosh(iu+A)] -P1 (eiu+A e -iu-A) du
So here again we can find Uo such that AP I < eu for u > Uo, and suppose that A > UO,
so that:
I(a+#)/2(b 05 I exp[X]IeA du (A.8)
where X is defined by:
X = -pe if cosh(i2u + 2A - ia) - ix cosh(iu + A) = X, + iXi (A.9)
where X, and Xt are real.
From the expression of X we get:
Xr = -p(cos8cos(2u - a) cosh 2A + sin#sin(2u - a) sinh2A) + xsinusinhA
We perform the change of variable: u -* u + a/2, and get:
I(b)I /0/2
-a /2
exp[-p(cos fl cos 2u cosh 2A + sin fl sin 2u sinh 2A) + x sin(u + -) sinh A]
x exp[A] du (A.10)
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(b)
Now we consider the function in factor of p, say:
E(u; P, A) = cos P cos 2u cosh 2A + sinf3 sin 2u sinh 2A (A.11)
for u E [-a/2,,6/2]. In K we have: (cosfPcos2u + sin/isin2u) > 0. More precisely :
(cos8 #cos 2u+sin f sin 2u) > (cos P cos a -sin P sin a), and (cos P cos a -sin P sin a) = 0
if, and only if: a + = r/2.
* Hence if a +, < 7r/2, we have cos(# + a) > 0, so that cos(P - 2u) is, let say, greater
than cos O > 0. Then it comes:
|(b)| f
_ -/2
exp[-r cos 00 sinh 2A + X sinh A + A] du
< a exp[ r cos Oo sinh 2A + X sinh A + A]
And for any E > 0, we can find AO such that for any A, A > Ao,I(b) < E.
* Now we shall treat the particular case when: a + ,3 = 7r/2.
We write for 17 > 0:
I - a /2+ q
-a/2
I /2
+ a
- a/2+
exp[-pcos( - 2u) sinh2A + sin(u + -)2s
exp[-p cos(# - 2u) sinh 2A + x sin(u + -)
(A.12)
inh A + A] du
sinh A + A] du
(A.13)
a) We first consider the integral 912 . We have: 8 = 7r/2 - a, so that: cos(7r/2 -
a - 2u) = sin(a + 2u), and then:
exp[-p cos(3 - 2u) sinh2A + x sin(u + ) sinh A + A]2
exp[-p sin(a + 2u) sinh 2A + X sin(u + c) sinh A + A]2
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-1
Now using the fact that p r, (u + a/2) E [0, 7r/4] we get:
exp[-p cos(# - 2u) sinh 2A + x sin(u + ) sinh A + A]2
< exp [- sin(u + a) (rV2/ sinh 2A - X sinh A) + A]
2
(A.14)
The function A '-4 (rvfsinh2A - XsinhA) is an increasing function of A. Then as
sin(u + s.) > sin r; > 0, we can find AO such that:
VA > Ao,-sin t( r sinh2A - XsinhA) + A 0
then we will have:
exp[-p cos(# - 2u) sinh 2A +
so that:
0 ~/2
a/- t
a r
xsin(u + a) sinh A + A] 5 exp[- sin r sinh 2A]2 v2
9.
< - exp[- sin r7 sinh 2A] (A.15)
Thus we have found a bound for f_(2 which is independent of (x, p, a,,6) in K.
We stop here for the moment and consider the other integral.
b) Considering:
/- a /2+ i
-a /2
exp[-pcos(#3 - 2u) sinh2A + xsin(u + -) sinh A + A] du2
The integrand can again be bounded by:
exp[-p cos( - 2u) sinh 2A.+ x sin(u + sinh A + A]
2
< exp[- sin (u + c) (vir sinh 2A - X sinh A) + A]
< exp[A] for A > Ao. (A.16)
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Ir
Then we choose q > 0 such that: t7 exp[A] c/2, and obtain :
- a /2
and plugging the value of Y7 into the bound found at a) we get:
J C 2+n
rE
< - exp [- e~A sinh 2A]
~4 2v2
Then we can find A1 such that:
A1 AoVA > A 1 ,- exp[- e sinh2A] <4 2 /2 2 (A.19)
and thus: I(b)I E.
C) We now consider the integrals:
exp[-pe-# cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u - P,. du
for n E N, and show that they are uniformly convergent in K, as B -+ +oo. Showing
that these integrals are uniformly convergent is the same as showing that:
exp[-pe- ' cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u] - P,. du
are uniformly convergent.
We write:
x = -pe-io cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u
(c)
(A.20)
(c) =1-B exp[XI ' P du
where now: X = -p(cos 2 8 cosh 2u - sin 2 sinh2u) + x sin( 2 ) sinh u + ij{X}
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2
2 (A.17)
(A.18)
/J(a -,)/2
-i B+i(a -0) /2
and:
/-O- +i(a -#)/2
Then:
a-#lI(c)I 1 exp[-p(cos2' Pcosh2u - sin2 sinh2u) + xsin( 2 sinhu] - IPI du
and by the change of variables u -+ -u:
I(c)I 5 exp[-p(cos 2 8 cosh 2u + sin2 sinh 2u) + X sin I a sinh u+nu] du (A.21)2
which is uniformly convergent according to A).
D) Consider then:
exp[-pe-ia cosh(2u - ia) - ix cosh u] - P du
-
Bh+i (a 
-
) /2
which we write as:
1-# /2
(d) = i
-a/2
-a /2
..
exp[-pe-"' cosh(2iu - 2B) - ixcosh(iu + i- - B)] - P1 du2
exp[x(u)] -P du (A.22)
We can also write (d) as:
/2
where:
exp[X(-)]-P(e-u+B-ia/2,e--B+ia/2)du (A.23)
X(-u) = -p(cos(3-2u) sinh 2B+cos # cos ue 2 )+x sin(u-0)sinhB+i!{X} (A.24)
Now considering only the real part we have, as 0 < u < max(a/2,fl/2) 7r/4:
X, -r cos(f - 2u) sinh B + z sin(u - -) sinh B2 (A.25)
Since (a,fl) E T, cos(3 - 2u) = 0 if and only if a = 0,,3 = 7r/2, u = a/2 or a =
7r/2,,# = 0, u = a/2. Then following the same procedure as in B) (we only need to
change a in -a to recover the same integral expression), we show that:
lim (d)I = 0
B-++0f y
and this uniformly in K.
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(d)
Appendix B
Here we give a proof of Bessho's convergent series.
Starting from (1.3), we apply Theorem A (see Appendix A) and write:
e-iJR sin(x cosh u) -exp[- cosh (2u - ia)] cosh u duJ
F
(B.1)
. Then we use the expansion series:
00
sin(z cos 0) = 2 (-1)" J2 n+, (z) cos(2n + 1)0
n= 0
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1964,Eq. 9.1.45))
which gives for sin(xcosh u):
sin(xcoshu) = 2 1 (-1)n J 2 n+1 (x) cosh(2n + 1)u
n= 0
This series is uniformly convergent with respect to x and u as long as u is bounded.
Since both the integral and the series are uniformly and absolutely convergent, we
write:
+ ia/2
F = 2 Z(-1) J2n+1(W) j
n=O
sin(x cosh u) - exp[- cosh(2u - ia)]
2
x cosh(2n + 1)u -cosh u du
(1 oo+ia /2
= (-1) J2n+1 (X)
n=O
sin x cosh u -exp[-- cosh(2u - ia)] -cosh 2(n + 1)u du2
oo +ia /2
+ f sin(x cosh u) -exp[- cosh(2u - ia)]. cosh 2nu - du)
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(B.2)
Now considering the integrals * +ia/2 sin(z cosh u)-exp[-2 cosh(2u-ia)]-cosh 2nu- du
we write them as:
where:
/ 0 + ia 
/2
ha /2
I ia /20
oo +ia /2
+ ia /2
exp[-0 cosh 2u] -cosh(2nu + ina) du
2
or:
exp[- cosh u] -cosh(nu + ina) du2
and therefore: { /oo +ia/2
ia /2 } 1 po= - cos na exp[- cosh u] -cosh nu du2 Jo 2
1 p
= -K,( )cos na2 2 (B.5)
The sum of the other integral terms feia/2 is in fact purely imaginary:
(ic /2sin(x cosh u) -exp[- cosh(2u - ia)J. cosh u du2
j-s a/2I/I/sin(x cosh u) -exp[- -cosh(2u + ia)] -cosh u du
Jo 2
= a/2
Sfa /2
-0
sin(xcoshu) -
sin(xcoshu) -
exp[- cosh(-2u + ia)] -cosh u du2
exp- - cosh (2u - ir)] cosh u du
2
Hence (CS1):
f= 2
n=O
(-1)" K. (P) cos na + Kn+1 (-) cos(n + 1)a) J 2 n+1 (X)
From the equivalents of Kn+ 1 and J2,+ 1 as n -* +oo, we can check that the series is
uniformly convergent for (x, p, a) in a compact set included in Dr .
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(B.3)
(B.4)
(B.6)
Appendix C
Here we give the proof of Lemma II as stated in 11.3.1, and do not recall the
assumptions on M, M', and U.
Proof of (i): For m < M' - we consider the integral:2
/0 +iir/2I exp[ix sinh u] - cosh(2m + 1)u du (C.1)
U +iir/2
using the same notations as in Theorem II. We can also write it as:
Z(-1)" + exp[-x cosh u] -sinh(2m + 1)u du (C.2)
We have obviously:
S +iir/2 + 
00
= exp[-x cosh u] -sinh(2m + 1)u du
f 00
< exp[-xcoshu + (2m + 1)u] du (C.3)
Then considering the exponent and using the variable a = u - U we write it:
-x cosh u + (2m + 1)u =(2m + 1)U - xcosh U
+ (2m + 1) (u - U) + x(cosh U - cosh u)
=(2m + 1)U - xcosh U
+ (2m + 1 - x cosh U)u + xa cosh U + x(cosh U - cosh u)
=(2m + 1)U - xcosh U + (2m + 1 - xcosh U)u
+ xa cosh U + x(cosh U - cosh(a + U))
(C.4)
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We write: xo- cosh U + x(cosh U - cosh(a + U)) as:
x(a cosh U + cosh U - cosh a cosh U - sinh U sinh a)
= -xsinhU(sinh a - a) - zcoshU(cosh a - 1) + xae-
and:
-x sinh U(sinh a - a) - x cosh U(cosh a - 1) = -2M'F(a, U)
(C.5)
(C.6)
- U
where: F(a, U) = "- 1 - a + snh U (cosh a - 1). The choice of F is driven by a simple
idea: F must be positive for a positive and its first derivative must be zero for a = 0.
We will see in the proof of (ii) why such a choice is necessary. Then it comes:
f +00L exp[-x cosh u + (2m + 1)u] du = exp[-(x cosh U - (2m + 1)U)]
x exp[ - (x sinh U - (2m + 1))a] exp[-2M'F(a, U)] da
5 exp[-(x cosh U - (2m + 1)U)]
>L+ 00x f exp[-2M'(e, - 1 - a)] da (C.7)
since: 2m + 1 < x sinh U = 2M' and F(a, U) > e' -1-a.
From the fact that: e, - 1 - a > a 2 /2, x cosh U = X2 /2p = 2M, and eu < (X/p) 2 m+1
we conclude that:
exp[-x cosh u + (2m + 1)u] du < (X) 2m+1 exp[-2M]
p
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Iu 00 (C.8)(7)
Proof of (ii): Here we assume that m > M' - i and consider the integral:2
+iw/2
/i 2exp[ix sinh u.cosh(2m+1)u du = i(-1)" exp[-x cosh u]-sinh(2m+1)u duAir /2
and consequently:
fe
Uitr/2
-i(-1)' exp[-(2m + 1)U + xsinh U] + ... du = exp[-(2m + 1)U + xsinh U]
x LU exp[-zcoshu] -sinh(2m+ 1)udu (C.9)
which is real and positive as we consider the straight line [0, U],
< exp[-(2m +1)U + xsinh Ul] exp[-xcosh u + (2m +1)u] du (C.10)
We write now, by considering the variable v = U - u:
/ exp[-x cosh u+ (2m+ 1)u] du = LU exp[-xcosh(U- v) - (2m+1)v+(2m+1)U] dv
and the exponent:
-x cosh U + (2m + 1)U - xcosh(U - v) + x cosh U - (2m + 1)v
= (-x cosh U + (2m + 1)U)
- xcosh U(coshv - 1) + xsinh Usinhv - (2m + 1)v
= (-x cosh U + (2m + 1)U) - (2m + 1 - xsinh U)v
- x cosh U(cosh v - 1) + x sinh U(sinh v - v)
= (-x cosh U + (2m + 1)U) - (2m + 1 - x sinh U)v
e-U
- Xsinh U(e-v - 1 + V + . (cosh v - 1))
sinh U
(C.11)
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Let: F(,U) = -v - 1 + v + nh (cosh v - 1), then we have:
F(O, U) = 0
F(v, U) =(+ e ) -+ o(v2)
sinh U 2
d F _1dv-= (sinh U - sinh(U - v))dv snh U
for small v.
which is positive for v E [0, U].
e As F is an increasing function of v in [0, U] and F(0, U) = 0 we
change of variable: w2 /2 = F(v, U). Then:
can perform the
dv w sinhU
dw sinh U - sinh(U - v) (C.12)
- When v E [0,1] we have:
dv
dw
sinh U
cosh U
c-U" 11 + (1 + O( 2 ))
sinh U ,/2 (C.13)
Therefore dv/dw appears to be bounded on [0,1] and this, independently on the values
of U, say: dv/dw < A.
F ~ v2 for small v.)
(This is the reason why we wanted a function F such that
- When v E [1, U]:
dv < wsinhU < Aw
d - sinh U - sinh(U - 1) -
Then it follows that:
J exp[-2M'F(v, U)] dv = exp[-M'w2] dw
< (1 +w)exp[-M'w 2 ]dw
const
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(C.14)
(C.15)
and therefore:
J exp[-cosh u+(2m+ )u]du < exp[-xcoshU+(2m+)U]
since 2m + 1 > x sinh U = 2M'.
Finally we conclude that:
exp[ix sinh u] -cosh(2m +
for m > M'.
From (i) and (ii) we deduce (iii).
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exp[-M'w2] dw
(C.16)
f U+iw/2in /2
1)u du const (X 2m+1
-) exp[-2M] (C.17)
Appendix D
Considering the finite integral (111.21):
I = j11 exp[- e~%ocos2u - xsinu] -cosudu2
by the change of variable t = sin u we write it:
exp[Z] - I = exp[]2 Io 1exp[Zt 2 - xt] dt (D.1)
with: Z = pe- ",
which we can write by expanding exp[Zt 2 ] in a Taylor series expansion:
exp[Z] -I = exp[]2
N 0
n=O
IIexp[--xt] t2 " dt + O(ZN + 1))
By noting a. = f1 exp[-xt] - t2" dt, we get:
1 --
ao - X
an = e- a
m
1 .12 e-i~ -Ma (2n _e +
(M) -- (2n + 2)e-2 + ( )an_1
m 4 n! 2 )
(D.3)
(D.4)
recursion relationship which can be used up to any desired order, thus providing the
required accuracy.
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(D.2)
Exploration of the overlaping domain
position in z
0.8
0.9
1.0
4.0
8.0
range of values of M
18.1 < M < 18.2
17.8 < M < 18.2
17.7 < M < 18.2
17.0 < M < 19.0
16.0 < M < 20.0
Table 1
tolerance achieved
< 10-8
< 10-6
< 10-6
< 10-6
< 10- 6
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M: field point
M': source point
MI: image source point
I' (X',Y ,-Z')
R
A" (X'Y,Z,)
x
y
VX2 + y2 + Z2
M (X, Y, Z)
z
x = ko(X - X')
y = ko(Y - Y')
Z = ko(Z + Z')
Figure 1: Definition sketch
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xI z
a
r 2M
Figure 2: Cylindrical coordinates
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-2.0 -1.0
(CSi)
ASI (CSI)
M = 18
2:
0.0
1.0
3.0
AA 1
Figure 3: Domains of validity
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-3.0
?I
y/p(M = 17)
0.5 0.0
.7
M = 19
M = 17
- : values of I(CS1) - (AS1)I greater than 10-6
Figure 4: Section at z = 1.0 of the overlaping region for 17 < M ; 19.
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1.0
0.5
.1.0
0.5 0.0
E. Ii
y/p(M = 17)
gR nnw-. ' I
Mlur. il
M =17
M= 19
'./
* : values of |(CS1) - (AS1)1 greater than 10-6
Figure 5: Section at x = 0.5 of the overlaping region for 17 < M < 19.
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1.0 0.5 0.0
I0.5
ill
|.1 ; I 1:1-2:.
1.0
s
y/p(M = 17)
Ri.0 0. 0.0--
In"'-
I.-..
I-..
rs..
M=24
M =17 . I '
ill/ I.
-1/11:11! I I
i
,0.5
.0
*: values of |(CS1) - (AS1)I greater than 10-6
Figure 6: Section at x = 0.5 of the overlaping region for 17 < M < 24.,
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